Heavy rain by tropical PODUL and Depression passed through over Laos in the end of August to the early of September 2019. Resulted 6 provinces in middle and southern provinces suffered varying degrees of flooding including PRF targeted provinces such as Savannakhet, Saravan, Xekong and Attapeu. That's why of bridge destroyed, soil erosion, highest water level, it caused of travelling to work field area has closed for instance the road from Attapeu province to Sanamxay, Sanxay and Phouvong districts, Xekong province to Dakcheung, Kaleum and Lamarm districts, Saravan province to Ta Oy, Samuay and Toumlarn districts.
Up to now, PRF staff at local area cannot access to the field work area. Moreover, some of PRF staff?s house affected from the flooding also. They are looking out and moved their asset to the higher area.

The flooding status in 6 middle and southern provinces killed 2 persons, 2 lost and affected over 54,000 households of 37 districts, 788 villages, over 3,400 households must move to safety area, a large number of farms over 130,569 hectares are under water, 26 irrigations, 6 bridges, 45 schools and 2 dispensaries also aggressive.

At present, instantly needs are consumer goods for instance food, drinking water, kitchen materials, sleeping bag, boat with boatman as well as donation funds.